Attention in sensory and frontoparietal areas 3
Participants performed an established intermodal selective attention task, where low-28 frequency auditory (1.6 Hz) and visual (1.8 Hz) stimuli were presented simultaneously. We 29 instructed participants to attend to one stimulus stream and to detect targets while ignoring 30 the other stimulus stream. As expected, the strongest entrainment was observed in primary 31 sensory regions for auditory and for visual stimulation, independent of attentional focus. We 32 found greater differences in entrainment between attended and ignored stimulation for the 33 visual modality. Interestingly, auditory temporal regions show small but significant attention-34 dependent entrainment even for visual stimulation. Extending findings from invasive 35 recordings in non-human primates, we demonstrate an effect of attentional focus on the phase 36 of the entrained oscillations in auditory and visual cortex. Additionally, attentional focus 37 adjusted the peak frequencies in non-sensory areas. Spatially these areas show a striking 38 overlap with core regions of the dorsal attention network and the frontoparietal network. This 39 suggests that these areas prioritize the attended modality by optimally exploiting the temporal 40 structure of stimulation. Overall, our study complements and extends previous work by 41
showing a differential effect of attentional focus on entrained oscillations in primary sensory 42 areas and frontoparietal areas. 43 that primary sensory areas entrain to simple visual and auditory stimulation regardless of 48 attention, but stronger attention-dependent differences are seen for the visual cortex. Both 49 primary sensory areas clearly adjust the phase of entrained oscillations depending on whether 50 the respective modality was attended or ignored. Downstream frontoparietal areas, strongly 51 overlapping with the dorsal attention network, amplified only the attended stimulation 52 frequency. Our study goes beyond similar invasive works by showing different attention-53 related processing patterns for primary sensory areas and frontoparietal areas. 54 7 presented binaurally with MEG-compatible in-ear headphones (SOUNDPixx, VPixx 122 technologies, Canada). The auditory targets were different from the standard tones in 123 frequency, meaning that the targets were higher. The presented frequency for the targets was 124 also determined in the aforementioned staircase. 125 126 2.3 Procedure 127
In the main experiment, participants performed 10 blocks of a selective intermodal attention 128 task ( Figure 1 ). Participants were instructed before each block to attend to either the auditory 129 stream and detect the deviant tone which was higher while ignoring the simultaneously 130 presented visual stimuli ("attend auditory") or alternatively, to attend to the visual stream and 131 detect the deviant circle which was brighter while ignoring the presented auditory stream 132
("attend visual"). The "attend visual" and "attend auditory" blocks were alternated (see also 133
Besle et al., 2011). The different stimulus streams were presented with differing SOAs to avoid 134 having a constant temporal relationship between visual and auditory stimulus streams to allow 135 for independent tagging of the frequency in the regions of interest (auditory and visual primary 136 sensory areas, respectively) (see also Lakatos et al., 2016) . The visual stream was 137 programmed to have a 1.8 Hz repetition rate but since our projector was limited to a refresh 138 rate of 120 Hz, our repetition rate resulted in 1.79 Hz with a SOA of 558.1 ms. For the purpose 139 of simplification, we from now on refer to the visual stimulation rate as 1.8 Hz. The auditory 140 stream had a SOA of 625 ms (1.6 Hz repetition rate). These frequencies were chosen to 141 correspond to the delta frequency range (1-3 Hz) of ongoing brain oscillations to match the 142 frequencies used by Lakatos et al. (2016) in a similar paradigm. The response time window 143 matched the SOA between the stimuli (558.1 ms for the visual stream and 625 ms for the 144 auditory stream, respectively). The responses were given with MEG-compatible response 145 boxes (ResponsePixx, VPixx technologies, Canada). If the person took longer for a response, 146 the trial was classified as a miss. All participants were instructed to use their left thumb for 147 responding. Each run was 4 minutes long, resulting in 384 auditory stimuli and 432 visual 148 stimuli. Out of those stimuli, 10% were targets (38 and 43 for every block, respectively, 149 8 resulting in 215 visual targets and 190 auditory targets for every subject). The whole 150 experiment lasted about 1.5 hours including preparation and staircase procedure. The 151 experimental procedure was programmed in Matlab with the Psychtoolbox 3 (Brainard, 1997) Performance was recorded by pushing a button right after target appearance. For visualization 160 purposes we just depicted the "attend auditory" condition. Since false alarms did not occur 161 during the experiment, they are not depicted in this figure. 162 163
Data acquisition 164
Brain activity was measured using a 306-channel whole head MEG system (Neuromag 165 TRIUX, Elekta) with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. This system uses 204 planar gradiometers 166 and 102 magnetometers. Before entering the magnetically shielded room (AK3B, 167
Vakuumschmelze, Hanau, Germany), the head shape of each participant was acquired using 168 about 300 digitized points on the scalp was acquired, including fiducials (nasion, left and right 9 pre-auricular points) with a Polhemus Fastrak system (Polhemus, Vermont, USA). After 170 acquisition, the continuous MEG data was preprocessed off-line with the signal space 171 separation method from the Maxfilter software (Elekta Oy, Helsinki, Finland) to correct for 172 different head positions across blocks and to suppress external interference (Taulu et al., 173 2005) . The head position of each individual subject relative to the MEG sensors was controlled 174 once before each experimental block. Additionally, vertical and horizontal eye movement and 175 electrocardiographic data were recorded and used for artefact detection. from the train (16.67 Hz) were removed from the data. We removed on average 4 components 186 per subject (SD = 1). To be able to extract the Fourier coefficients for the exact frequency of 187 interest (1.6 Hz for auditory stimulation and 1.79 Hz for visual stimulation), we chose a window 188 length of five cycles per frequency of interest (cpf) as this yields the necessary spectral 189 resolution at low frequencies. We thus extracted 3.125 seconds for each auditory trial and 190 2.79 seconds for each visual trial, data centered at stimulus onset. The extracted data was 191 then multiplied by a hanning taper to reduce spectral leakage. Finally, we applied a Fourier 192
Transform to each of the tapered single trials to obtain the respective complex fourier 193 coefficients. 194 195
Source projection of MEG data 196
We used a standard structural brain from the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI, Montreal, 197 Canada) and warped it into the individual head shape (Polhemus points) to match the 198 individuals fiducials and head shape reference landmarks as accurately as possible. A 3-D 199 grid with 1 cm resolution and 2982 voxels based on an MNI template brain was morphed into 200 the brain volume of each participant. This allows group-level averaging and statistical analysis 201 as all the grid points in the warped grid belong to the same brain region across subjects. These 202 aligned brain volumes were also used for computing single-shell head models and leadfields. 203
By using the leadfields and the common covariance matrix (pooling data from all blocks), a 204 common LCMV (Veen et al., 1997) beamformer spatial filter was computed. We then applied 205 the spatial filter to the complex fourier coefficients obtained in the previous step to find the 206 estimated complex source signal (Bardouille & Ross, 2008) . The further analysis was limited 207 to the frequency band of interest of 1-3 Hz. 208 209
ITC analysis 210
To characterize the magnitude of entrainment across trials, we calculated the intertrial 211 coherence (ITC) at the respective frequencies of interest for all trials, including hits and misses 212
(1.6 Hz for "attend auditory" and 1.8 Hz for "attend visual" condition). We therefore extracted 213 the Fourier coefficient at every voxel and calculated the average of the lengths of the 214 
Region-of-interest analysis 241
We defined our functional regions-of-interest (ROI) by extracting the voxels that reached at 242 least 75% of the maximum ITC value in the "attend auditory" condition and in the "attend visual" 243 condition. The resulting areas corresponded anatomically to the temporal and occipital 244 cortices, respectively (Figure 2a ). We then averaged averaged the chosen voxels for every 245 subject. For clarifying the relationship between conditions (factors: "attend" and "ignore"), 246 region of interest (factors: "visual" and "auditory") and stimulation (factors: "visual" and 247 "auditory"), we performed a 2 x 2 x 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with the following factors; 248 CONDITION x ROI x STIMULATION. 249 250
Phase opposition sum (POS) 251
For our frequency of interest (1.6 Hz for the auditory stimulation and 1.8 Hz for the visual 252 stimulation) we individually computed an ITC value for every voxel. We used a 1 cm grid with 253 2982 voxels and then used the proposed POS analysis by VanRullen (2016) to compute the 254 values for each voxel separately. We used a permutation test containing 1000 permutations 255
where every trial was randomly assigned to the ITC attend or the ITC ignore condition and 256 after every permutation, the POS was recomputed for every voxel. The final p-value shows 257 the proportion of permutations with a higher measure than in the original data. After calculating 258 the p-values on a single-subject basis, we then combined the p-values for every voxel using 259 the Fisher's method where the p-values are combined in the log domain and it is assumed 260 that the null hypothesis follows a chi-square distribution. We then applied a Bonferroni 261 correction on a 0.1% level for the combined p-values. 262 263
Modality-independent attention effect 264
We were interested which regions adjust the frequency of their entrained oscillations relative 265 to the attentional focus. For this purpose, we first calculated the mean ITC over the attended 266 streams (in the "attend auditory" condition the values calculated for the auditory trigger (1.6 267 Hz) and in the "attend visual" condition the values calculated for the visual trigger (1.8 Hz)). 268
We continued with the same procedure for the ignored stimulation (taking the mean ITC values 269 from the respective ignored stimulus streams). The following formulas summarize the 
ITC values are highest in primary sensory areas for modality specific (auditory or 282 visual) stimulation 283
We first performed a descriptive whole brain analysis to investigate which parts of the brain 284
show the highest entrainment to the stimulation. We found the highest entrainment for the a tendency to also track ignored stimulation, but less pronounced for the visual stimulation. C) 310
Differences between auditory (1.6 Hz, red bars) and visual (1.8 Hz, blue bars) stimulation 311
depicted for the voxel with the highest ITC value in the "attend auditory" condition extracted 312 from temporal areas for the auditory ROI and from occipital areas for the visual ROI. High 313 entrainment in temporal areas when attending to auditory stimulation (1.6 Hz), but also high 314 entrainment in occipital areas when ignoring the simultaneously presented visual stimulation 315
(1.8 Hz). D) Differences between auditory (1.6 Hz, red bars) and visual (1.8 Hz, blue bars) 316
stimulation depicted for the voxel with the highest ITC value in the "attend visual" condition 317 extracted from occipital areas for the auditory ROI and from auditory areas for the visual ROI. 318
High entrainment in occipital areas when attending to visual stimulation (1.8 Hz, blue), but also 319 high entrainment in temporal areas when ignoring the simultaneously presented auditory 320 stimulation (1.6 Hz, red). Error bars represent 1 SEM. 321
322
To statistically assess differences depicted in Figure 2 , we performed a repeated-measures 323 ANOVA with the factors CONDITION x ROI x STIMULATION. We extracted the voxels 324 depicted in Figure 2a (for both auditory and visual stimulation) and averaged them for 325 statistical analyses. We found a significant difference between conditions ("attend" vs. 326 "ignore": F(1, 30) = 35.19, p = 1.04e-08, Figure 3a ) and a significant difference between auditory 327 and visual ROIs (F(1, 30) = 4.52, p = 0.035, Figure 3b ). We also found a clear interaction effect 328 for stimulation and ROI, (F(1, 30) = 652.05, p < 2e-16), showing that there is high entrainment 329
in auditory cortex for auditory stimulation and high entrainment in visual cortex for visual 330 stimulation (Figure 3c ). Furthermore, we found a significant interaction effect between 331 condition and stimulation (F(1, 30) = 7.45, p = 0.007) depicted in Figure 3d , which shows after 332 further analysis (ANOVA with the factors CONDITION x STIMULATION) that while for the 333 auditory stimulation there was smaller, but still significant difference between the attended and 334 ignored condition (F(1, 30) = 4.48, p = 0.036), there was a big and significant difference for the 335 visual stimulation depending on the condition (F(1, 30) = 43.91, p = 1.03e-09). This shows that 336 the brain entrains differentially to the attended or ignored stimulation, but this distinction is 337 more prominent in the visual domain. This also suggests that the auditory cortex shows a 338 tendency to temporally align activity to visual information when attended (e.g. Besle et al., 339 2011) . Overall, our results show that sensory cortices entrain to rhythmic sensory input 340 regardless of whether the input is attended or not, but there is increased entrainment of the 341 attended stimulation. Interestingly, we find higher differences between the "attend visual" and 342 the "ignore visual" condition independent of cortical regions, suggesting that the auditory 343 cortex also shows modulation at the visual frequency. To explore this further, we investigated 344 phase differences for different modalities separately. 
regardless of stimulation or condition. C) Significant interaction between stimulation (auditory 352 and visual) and ROI. High ITC values in auditory ROI and low ITC values in visual ROI when 353 presenting auditory stimulation, while having high ITC values in visual ROI and low ITC values 354
in auditory ROI when presenting visual stimulation. D) Significant interaction between 355 conditions ("attend" and "ignore") and stimulation. Low differences in the conditions when 356 presenting auditory stimulation, but high differences in conditions when presenting visual 357 stimulation. Error bars represent 1 SEM for within-subject designs (Morey, 2008) . 358 359
Attention modulates phase in primary sensory areas. 360
After finding entrainment effects most prominent in sensory areas, we were interested in how 361 attention shapes the phase of slow oscillations in the brain. It has been previously established 362 in primate studies that shifting the attentional focus also results in prominent phase shifts Figure 4d ). Interestingly, this depiction also reveals strong POS effects in 382 sensorimotor cortex for the auditory stimulation, underlining the involvement of these regions 383 in auditory rhythm processing (Chen et al., 2006) . Here we tested in a data-driven manner the existence of regions that adjust their slow 408 oscillatory dynamics flexibly to the temporal and modality-specific structure of external input. 409
We used the formula explained in 2.6.3. with which we calculated the mean over the attended 410 and ignored ITC values independent from modalities and applied a dependent samples t-Test 411
with Bonferroni correction over all voxels to compare the "attend" condition with the "ignore" show significantly higher entrainment for the attended stimulation. This higher entrainment is 432 not specific for one modality, providing evidence for a modality-independent processing of 433 sensory input in high-order areas. 434 for attentional selection in visual and auditory modalities (for invasive recordings in humans 508 see Besle et al. (2011)) . Until now, studies looking at low-frequency phase modulations in 509 primary sensory areas mostly focused on one modality-specific region and mainly on phasic 510 modulations in auditory cortex using invasive recordings . Our study non-511 invasively captures the attentional phase adjustment of entrained oscillations simultaneously 512 in auditory and visual cortex, underlining previous reports that this mechanism is a versatile 513 process across sensory modalities when prioritizing attended information. Going beyond the 514 previous invasive studies, our work points to attentional phase adjustment effects also in 515 sensorimotor cortex with respect to the auditory stimulation. This effect is compatible with 516 models that hold an important role of motor-cortical areas in processing of auditory rhythm 517 information (Zatorre et al., 2007) . To what extent this motor effect is functionally relevant in 518 the context of this task will be an interesting question for future studies. 519 the inferior parietal lobe seems to be responsible for attention shifting, switching and the 531 maintenance of attention (Ptak, 2012) . Even when shifting attention voluntarily between visual 532 or auditory input, the brain shows increased activation in posterior parietal and superior 533 prefrontal cortices (Shomstein & Yantis, 2004), highlighting the importance of those areas for 534 attentional control functions. These findings are supported and most importantly extended by 535 our results ( Figure 5 ) as we show entrainment to exogenous stimulation in parietal and frontal 536 areas corresponding to the dorsal attention system (Corbetta et al., 2008) and the 537 frontoparietal network (Marek & Dosenbach, 2018) . Our results add to previous reports by 538
showing that the regions of key attentional networks can flexibly switch between modalities 539 and tune their dominant tracking speed to the to-be-attended frequency, further supporting 540 optimal stimulus processing. This seems to be of particular importance as the delta frequency 541 is the basis for modulating faster rhythms in the brain (Lakatos et al., 2005; Schroeder et al., 542 2008) . We argue that slow-frequency modulations play a crucial role even in non-sensory 543 regions for the modulation of faster frequencies guiding attention (Szczepanski et al., 2014) . 544
Here we extend the findings from visuospatial attention tasks (Szczepanski et al., 2013) to the 545 audiovisual domain, showing that frontoparietal regions can also flexibly entrain to temporal 546 properties of behaviourally relevant information. 547
Conclusion 548
The present study confirms and extends previous studies showing that attention can act on 549 the frequency and phase of entrained oscillations. Critically, we show a differential pattern for 550 primary sensory regions and non-sensory attentional systems. While selective attention 551 modulated the strength and phase of entrained oscillations in a largely modality-specific 552 manner in primary sensory areas, frontoparietal regions (including the DAN) in general flexibly 553 adjusted the frequency of the entrained oscillation to the selected sensory modality. Whereas 554 our study used highly artificial stimulus settings (for a review on similar experiments see 555
Calderone et al. (2014)), it will be interesting in future studies to scrutinize rich conditions with 556 more naturalistic stimuli like communication. Further investigating naturalistic human 557 interaction is needed to understand how attention is extracting relevant information when 558 presented with more sophisticated input. 559
